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Paleolithic Europe , Neolithic Europe , and Bronze Age Europe Oak figurine found in Willemstad BCE The
prehistory of the area that is now the Netherlands was largely shaped by the sea and the rivers that constantly
shifted the low-lying geography. The oldest human Neanderthal traces were found in higher soils, near
Maastricht , from what is believed to be about , years ago. From Mesolithic Maglemosian-like tribes c. Bronze
Age cultures in the Netherlands. Indigenous late Mesolithic hunter-gatherers from the Swifterbant culture c.
There was a quick and smooth transition from the Funnelbeaker farming culture to the pan-European Corded
Ware pastoralist culture c. Although in the southwest, the Seine-Oise-Marne culture related Vlaardingen
culture c. Of the subsequent Bell Beaker culture â€” BC several regions of origin have been postulated,
notably the Iberian peninsula, the Netherlands and Central Europe. The many finds in Drenthe of rare bronze
objects, suggest that it was even a trading centre in the Bronze Age â€” BC. The initial phase of the Elp
culture was characterised by tumuli â€” BC that were strongly tied to contemporary tumuli in northern
Germany and Scandinavia, and were apparently related to the Tumulus culture in central Europe. The
subsequent phase was that of cremating the dead and placing their ashes in urns which were then buried in
fields, following the customs of the Urnfield culture â€” BC. The southern region became dominated by the
related Hilversum culture â€” BC , which apparently inherited cultural ties with Britain of the previous
Barbed-Wire Beaker culture. Expansion into the southern Low Countries by BC. Iron ore brought a measure
of prosperity, and was available throughout the country, including bog iron. Smiths travelled from settlement
to settlement with bronze and iron, fabricating tools on demand. The deteriorating climate in Scandinavia
around BC, that further deteriorated around BC, might have triggered migration of Germanic tribes from the
North. By the time this migration was complete, around BC, a few general cultural and linguistic groups had
emerged. They would later develop into the Frisii and the early Saxons. This group consisted of tribes that
would eventually develop into the Salian Franks. Some scholars have speculated that even a third ethnic
identity and language, neither Germanic nor Celtic, survived in the Netherlands until the Roman period, the
Iron Age Nordwestblock culture, [42] [43] that eventually was being absorbed by the Celts to the south and
the Germanic peoples from the east. Notable towns would arise along the Limes Germanicus: The area to the
north of the Rhine, inhabited by the Frisii, remained outside Roman rule but not its presence and control ,
while the Germanic border tribes of the Batavi and Cananefates served in the Roman cavalry. The Batavi later
merged with other tribes into the confederation of the Salian Franks, whose identity emerged at the first half of
the third century. They were forced by the confederation of the Saxons from the east to move over the Rhine
into Roman territory in the fourth century. Roman forces pacified the region, but did not expel the Franks,
who continued to be feared at least until the time of Julian the Apostate , when Salian Franks were allowed to
settle as foederati in Toxandria. Coastal lands remained largely unpopulated for the next two centuries. By the
s, Clovis I had conquered and united all these territories in the southern Netherlands in one Frankish kingdom ,
and from there continued his conquests into Gaul. During this expansion, Franks migrating to the south
eventually adopted the Vulgar Latin of the local population. By the seventh century a Frisian Kingdom â€”
under King Aldegisel and King Redbad emerged with Utrecht as its centre of power, [48] [49] while Dorestad
was a flourishing trading place. In , at the Battle of the Boarn , the Frisians were defeated after a series of
wars. He established the Archdiocese of Utrecht and became bishop of the Frisians. However, his successor
Boniface was murdered by the Frisians in Dokkum , in Rorik of Dorestad , Viking ruler of Friesland romantic
depiction Lotharingia after with the language border dotted in red The Frankish Carolingian empire modeled
itself after the Roman Empire and controlled much of Western Europe. However, as of , it was divided into
three partsâ€” East , Middle , and West Francia. Most of present-day Netherlands became part of Middle
Francia , which was a weak kingdom and subject of numerous partitions and annexation attempts by its
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stronger neighbours. It comprised territories from Frisia in the north to the Kingdom of Italy in the south.
After he died in , Lotharingia was partitioned, into Upper and Lower Lotharingia , the latter part comprising
the Low Countries that technically became part of East Francia in , although it was effectively under the
control of Vikings, who raided the largely defenceless Frisian and Frankish towns lying on the Frisian coast
and along the rivers. The Viking raids made the sway of French and German lords in the area weak.
Resistance to the Vikings, if any, came from local nobles, who gained in stature as a result, and that laid the
basis for the disintegration of Lower Lotharingia into semi-independent states. One of these local nobles was
Gerolf of Holland , who assumed lordship in Frisia after he helped to assassinate Godfrid, and Viking rule
came to an end. High Middle Ages â€” [ edit ] Main article: History of urban centers in the Low Countries The
Holy Roman Empire the successor state of East Francia and then Lotharingia ruled much of the Low
Countries in the 10th and 11th century, but was not able to maintain political unity. Powerful local nobles
turned their cities, counties and duchies into private kingdoms, that felt little sense of obligation to the
emperor. Holland , Hainaut , Flanders , Gelre , Brabant , and Utrecht were in a state of almost continual war or
paradoxically formed personal unions. The language and culture of most of the people who lived in the
County of Holland were originally Frisian. The rest of Frisia in the north now Friesland and Groningen
continued to maintain its independence and had its own institutions collectively called the " Frisian freedom "
and resented the imposition of the feudal system. Around AD, due to several agricultural developments, the
economy started to develop at a fast pace, and the higher productivity allowed workers to farm more land or to
become tradesmen. Towns grew around monasteries and castles , and a mercantile middle class began to
develop in these urban areas, especially in Flanders and later also Brabant. Wealthy cities started to buy
certain privileges for themselves from the sovereign. In practice, this meant that Brugge and Antwerp became
quasi-independent republics in their own right and would later develop into some of the most important cities
and ports in Europe. Around AD, farmers from Flanders and Utrecht began draining and cultivating
uninhabited swampy land in the western Netherlands, and made the emergence of the County of Holland as
centre of power possible. Hoekse en Kabeljauwse twisten between and The Cod faction consisted of the more
progressive cities, while the Hook faction consisted of the conservative noblemen. Burgundian and Spanish
Habsburg Netherlands â€” [ edit ].
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& Ien Rappold and John Beringen, The art of silver jewellery: from the minorities of China, the Golden Triangle,
Mongolia and Tibet, New York: Rizzoli. "The art of bronze - casting in Lamaistic China.".

Woolworth Nativity scene into adulthood. When it fell apart from age, he and his daughter built one of their
own design. Some years later, A. DiAntonio, who was captivated by Nativity scenes and had amassed an
impressive Christmas collection, left a Hollywood production career and returned to the Pennsylvania suburbs
where he grew up. Seeing the possibilities, they were as excited as two kids at Christmas. This nativity can be
viewed from all four sides. The entire scene is lit with individual LED lights that can be dimmed with a
control unit in the base of the creche. Signed and dated by the artists. Overall size is 14" x 14" x 16" height.
Francis of Assisi arranged the first Nativity scene. By the 18th century in Naples, Nativity scenes had come to
be known for artistic excellence. I might be carving a window while Michael is painting a backdrop. We could
each do our own designs, but in collaboration it will look better. Here was a child Christ who was born in the
most humble of circumstances, who was worshipped by peasants and kings alike, all equal in the eyes of the
Lord. For example, he described small LED lighting commonly used in model railroads. Attention is paid to
architecture like doorways, arches, and rooflines. In addition to their own artistic skills, X-Acto knives,
Dremel drills, spackling paste that resembles stucco, and hot glue are essential. Navidad builds about 20
presepios, as they are called in Italy, for collectors, churches, and families each year. DiAntonio and Stumpf
travel regularly to Europe to find figurines, and Stumpf has also designed for Fontanini, one of the largest
producers of Nativity figures in the world. Each Navidad scene takes about 30 to 40 hours of labor, not
including discussion with clients to make each one personal. They build to size and consider the room in
which the final piece will be displayed. Stumpf described what he believes was the beginning. Navy
photographer, was executive vice president of a regional bank and was living in Riegelsville in rural Bucks
County. People wanted me to build one for them and their friends. All Navidad Nativities are meticulously
constructed of wood, and concepts take a substantial amount of time and planning.
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About This Book In thirty years of travel and research, RenÃ© van der Star has collected and catalogued an exceptional
collection of silver jewellery from the most remote parts of China, Laos, Thailand, Vietnam and Tibet.

History[ edit ] Felt from wool is considered to be the oldest known textile. Sumerian legend claims that the
secret of feltmaking was discovered by Urnamman of Lagash. At the end of their journey, the movement and
sweat had turned the wool into felt socks. Mongols ; Turkic people in Central Asia , where rugs , tents and
clothing are regularly made. The felted material may be finished by fulling. Only certain types of fiber can be
wet felted successfully. Most types of fleece , such as those taken from the alpaca or the Merino sheep , [13]
can be put through the wet felting process. One may also use mohair goat , angora rabbit , [14] or hair from
rodents such as beavers and muskrats. The special needles used to make 3D sculpture, jewelry, adornments
and 2D art have notches along the shaft of the needle that catch fibers and tangle them with other fibers to
produce felt. These notches are sometimes erroneously called "barbs", but barbs are protrusions like barbed
wire and would be too difficult to thrust into the wool and nearly impossible to pull out. There are many sizes
and types of notched needles for different uses while working. Needle felting is used in industrial processes as
well as in individual crafting. Needles used for crafting are often very thin needles, sometimes fitted in holders
that allow the user to utilize 2 or more needles at one time to sculpt wool objects and shapes. The single thin
needles are used for detail and the multiple needles that are paired together are used for larger areas or to form
the base of the project. At any point in time a variety of fiber colors may be added for detail and individuality,
using needles to incorporate them into the project. The kawaii style of needle felting was made popular by the
Japanese culture. Kawaii means cute in Japanese and to felt in the kawaii style just means to make the object
cute. Most kawaii needle felt sculptures have small, minimal detail, faces and are brightly colored. They are
more cute and playful compared to the more traditional needle felt which is more rustic and earthy. Beaver,
rabbit or hare skins were treated with a dilute solution of the mercury compound mercuric nitrate. The toxic
solutions from the carrot and the vapours it produced resulted in widespread cases of mercury poisoning
among hatters. Uses[ edit ] Mosen felt textile, Tibet, 19th century. Similar textiles from western China were
used as rugs. Felt is used in a wide range of industries and manufacturing processes, from the automotive
industry and casinos to musical instruments and home construction , as well as in gun wads , either inside
cartridges or pushed down the barrel of a muzzleloader. Felt in musical instruments[ edit ] Many musical
instruments use felt. It is often used as a damper. It is used to wrap bass drum strikers and timpani mallets.
Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged
and removed. December Learn how and when to remove this template message Felt is used for framing
paintings. It is laid between the slip mount and picture as a protective measure to avoid damage from rubbing
to the edge of the painting. This is commonly found as a preventive measure on paintings which have already
been restored or professionally framed. It is widely used to protect paintings executed on various surfaces
including canvas, wood panel and copper plate. A felt-covered board can be used in storytelling to small
children. Small felt cutouts or figures of animals, people, or other objects will adhere to a felt board, and in the
process of telling the story, the storyteller also acts it out on the board with the animals or people. Puppets can
also be made with felt. Felt pressed dolls, such as Lenci dolls , were very popular in the nineteenth century and
just after the first world war. Felt in art and design[ edit ] German artist Josef Beuys , among others, used felt
prominently in a number of works. Felt is often used in footwear as boot liners, with the Russian valenki being
an example.
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Essays by John Beringen, Hugo E. Kreijger, Ien Rappoldt, RenÃ© van der Star Photographs by Michiel Elsevier
Stokmans The jewellery of the Chinese minorities and of the Golden Triangle have always exerted a special fascination
on RenÃ© van der Star because of their powerful design.

Notes about the Central Figure Classification: It is believed that the Five Gods are born with and accompany
each individual human on their life journey. The five live on the body at the crown of the head, heart, right
armpit, left armpit, and right shoulder. They function as private Gods governing health, wealth, luck and good
fortune for each person. This belief system is indigenous to Tibet, Mongolia and Central Asia and the Five
Gods are tolerated in Buddhism and some small ritual offering texts can be found. The Bon religion presents a
richer understanding of the Five Gods along with marriage ceremonies incorporating the Five as necessary
elements. Srog Lha Life God is located in the heart of an individual. Yul Lha Regional God is located at the
crown of the head of an individual. Po Lha Male God is located at the right armpit. Mo Lha Female God is
located at the left armpit. Dra Lha Enemy God is located at the right shoulder. The right holds an arrow with
silk streamers and the left a mirror. Wearing a blue cloak, a jeweled diadem and adorned with various
ornaments; riding a hind, emanating forth mother, maternal aunt and maternal uncle male deities in the attire
of middle age. Further emanating vultures as minsters and gathering together attractive mother deities and
medicine ladies; emanating youthful girls as numerous hinds. The Life God srog lha is in the aspect of a white
middle-aged male wearing armor and a helmet, holding a spear with silk streamers and a lasso. A bow, arrow
and knife are bound at the waist; riding a swift black horse, emanating forth many white men and horses. The
male deities are wearing silks and adorned with jewel ornaments. The Male God po lha has a body white in
colour, youthful, with flowing silks, holding a bucket filled with precious gems, wearing a blue cloak and
adorned with jewels and a silk turban; riding an excellent white horse. The Regional God yul lha is white,
holding an arrow and bow, wearing armor and a helmet; riding an excellent white horse. Emanating forth
religious brothers, village headmen, many white yaks and flocks of sheep, fortress deities, guardians of the
house and land, wearing wonderful clothing. The Enemy God dra lha is holding a spear with silk streamers
and a lasso, the head bound with silk, wearing an excellent cloak of white silk and jewel ornaments. A bow
arrow and knife are bound at the waist; riding a swift white horse. Emanating forth spiritual friends and white
men wearing armor, and many birds, wolves and wild yaks. At the top center is the wrathful bodhisattva
Vajrapani , blue, holding a vajra and lasso. At the bottom center are the Eight Auspicious Symbols arranged
together into one symbol with the parasol at the top, the wheel and endless knot in the middle, and the lotus at
the bottom. Die Gotter des Himalaya vol. Les Peintures Du Bouddhisme Tibetain. Page , Five Personal
Protectors. Oracles and Demons of Tibet by Nebesky-Wojkowitz, pages
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The Art of Silver Jewellery: From the Minorities of China, the Golden Triangle, Mongolia and Tibet - The Rene Van Der
Star Collection by Van Der Star, Rene; Beringen, John; Kreijger, Hugo E. and Rappoldt, Ien and a great selection of
similar Used, New and Collectible Books available now at www.enganchecubano.com

Nomadic pastoralism Save Nomadic pastoralism is a form of pastoralism when livestock are herded in order to
find fresh pastures on which to graze. Strictly speaking, true nomads follow an irregular pattern of movement,
in contrast with transhumance where seasonal pastures are fixed. The herded livestock include cattle , yaks ,
sheep , goats , reindeer , horses , donkeys or camels , or mixtures of species. Nomadic pastoralism is
commonly practised in regions with little arable land , typically in the developing world , especially in the
steppe lands north of the agricultural zone of Eurasia. Increasing numbers of stock may lead to overgrazing of
the area and desertification if lands are not allowed to fully recover between one grazing period and the next.
Increased enclosure and fencing of land has reduced the amount of land available for this practice. There is
substantive uncertainty over the extent to which the various causes for degradation affect grassland. Different
causes have been identified which include overgrazing, mining, agricultural reclamation, pests and rodents,
soil properties, tectonic activity, and climate change. In this context, there is also uncertainty as to the long
term effect of human behavior on the grassland as compared to non-biotic factors. During the revolution,
humans began domesticating animals and plants for food and started forming cities. Nomadism generally has
existed in symbiosis with such settled cultures trading animal products meat, hides, wool, cheeses and other
animal products for manufactured items not produced by the nomadic herders. Henri Fleisch tentatively
suggested the Shepherd Neolithic industry of Lebanon may date to the Epipaleolithic and that it may have
been used by one of the first cultures of nomadic shepherds in the Beqaa valley. In the past it was asserted that
pastoral nomads left no presence archaeologically or were impoverished, but this has now been challenged,[8]
and was clearly not so for many ancient Eurasian nomads , who have left very rich kurgan burial sites. Pastoral
nomadic sites are identified based on their location outside the zone of agriculture, the absence of grains or
grain-processing equipment, limited and characteristic architecture, a predominance of sheep and goat bones,
and by ethnographic analogy to modern pastoral nomadic peoples[9] Juris Zahrins has proposed that pastoral
nomadism began as a cultural lifestyle in the wake of the BC climatic crisis when Harifian pottery making
hunter-gatherers in the Sinai fused with Pre-Pottery Neolithic B agriculturalists to produce the Munhata [10]
culture, a nomadic lifestyle based on animal domestication , developing into the Yarmoukian [11] and thence
into a circum-Arabian nomadic pastoral complex, and spreading Proto-Semitic languages. An example of a
normal nomadic cycle in the northern hemisphere is: Spring early April to the end of June â€” transition
Summer end of June to late September â€” a higher plateau Autumn mid-September to end of November â€”
transition Winter from December to the end of March â€” desert plains. Camps are established in the same
place each year; often semi-permanent shelters are built in at least one place on this migration route. In
sub-regions such as Chad, the nomadic pastoralist cycle is as follows: In the rainy season, the groups live in a
village intended for a comfortable stay. The villages are often made of sturdy material as clay. Old men and
women remain in this village when the other people move the herds in the dry season. In the dry season, the
people move their herds to southern villages with a more temporary character. They then move inland, where
they stay in tent camps. Since animals are higher on the food chain, pastoralism supports a thinner population
than agriculture. Pastoralism predominates where low rainfall makes farming impractical. Full pastoralism
required the Secondary products revolution when animals began to be used for wool, milk, riding and traction
as well as meat. Where grass is poor herds must be moved, which leads to nomadism. Some peoples are fully
nomadic while others live in sheltered winter camps and lead their herds into the steppe in summer. Some
nomads travel long distances, usually north in summer and south in winter. Near mountains, herds are led
uphill in summer and downhill in winter transhumance. Pastoralists often trade with or raid their agrarian
neighbors. High civilization is based on agriculture where tax-paying peasants support landed aristocrats,
kings, cities, literacy and scholars. Pastoral societies are less developed and more egalitarian. The heartland of
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pastoralism is the Eurasian steppe. In the center of Eurasia pastoralism extended south to Iran and surrounded
agrarian oasis cities. When pastoral and agrarian societies went to war, horse-borne mobility counterbalanced
greater numbers. Attempts by agrarian civilizations to conquer the steppe usually failed until the last few
centuries. Pastoralists frequently raided and sometimes collected regular tribute from their farming neighbors.
Nomadic pastoralism around the world A camel trader in Hargeisa , Somalia. Nomadic pastoralism was
historically widespread throughout less fertile regions of Earth. It is found in areas of low rainfall such as the
Arabian Peninsula inhabited by Bedouins , as well as Northeast Africa inhabited by Somalis where camel,
sheep and goat nomadic pastoralism is especially common. There are an estimated million nomads in the
world. The Mongols in what is now Mongolia , Russia and China, and the Tatars or Turkic people of Eastern
Europe and Central Asia were nomadic people who practiced nomadic transhumance on harsh Asian steppes.
Some remnants of these populations are nomadic to this day. This brings the total of the semi nomadic herder
population to over 16 million, in general living in remote, scattered and resource-poor communities. In far
western Nepal, ethnic Tibetans living in Dolpo and other valleys north among the high Himalaya moved their
herds north to winter on the plains of the upper Brahmaputra basin in Tibet proper, until this practice was
prohibited after China took over Tibet in The nomadic Sami people , an indigenous people of northern
Finland, Sweden, Norway, and the Kola Peninsula of Russia, practise a form of nomadic transhumance based
on reindeer. In the 14th and 15th century, when reindeer population was sufficiently reduced that Sami could
not subsist on hunting alone, some Sami, organized along family lines, became reindeer herders. Each family
has traditional territories on which they herd, arriving at roughly the same time each season. Only a small
fraction of Sami have subsisted on reindeer herding over the past century; as the most colorful part of the
population, they are well known. But as elsewhere in Europe, transhumance is dying out. The Mesta was an
association of sheep owners, Spanish nobility and religious orders that had an important economic and
political role in medieval Castile. In Chad, nomadic pastoralists include the Zaghawa , Kreda , and Mimi.
Farther north in Egypt and western Libya , the Bedouins also practice pastoralism. Cross-border pastoralism
Sometimes nomadic pastoralists move their herds across international borders in search of new grazing terrain
or for trade. This cross-border activity can occasionally lead to tensions with national governments as this
activity is often informal and beyond their control and regulation. Furthermore, governments are unhappy with
lost tax revenue and foreign exchange revenues.
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This book and exhibition presents over gold necklaces, rings, and earrings--objects of ceremonial beauty and rare
originality created by nomadic tribal peoples of China.

Coming to My Senses: If, like me, you associate Alice Waters with her masterwork Chez Panisse in Berkeley,
you may be amused to know that this most charismatic of restauranteurs grew up in Chatham, N. In her
preface to Aerial Geology: I am now a geology writer, an avid traveler, and a mountaineer. Mountain tops are
fantastic classrooms, airplane window seats are even better. Featuring 36 artists from 11 different countries,
this lavish, thoughtfully illustrated book includes paintings by Impressionists such as Mary Cassatt and Berthe
Morisot, and lesserknown artists like Marie Bashkirtseff, Anna BilinskaBohdanowicz, Paula
Modersohn-Becker, and Hanna Pauli. The striking cover image is from Echo, an oil on canvas by the Finnish
painter Ellen Thesleff It could only happen in New York, city of the Automat. A small crowd seemed to be
forming around the woman seated at a table to our left. When girls come to Stuart, they enter a community
that is both challenging and supportive. From preschool to senior year, their curiosity and zest to learn are fed
by outstanding academics and expert facultyâ€” who know girls and know each girl well. Stuart girls discover
mentors and experiences that unleash the strength within. Here, they are not just transformed, but transform
themselves into brave and bold, powerful and wonderful young women. Talk with us about how we might be
of service to you. Christmas Shop www. Revolutionists defending Davachi Bridge, Tabriz May 1, The
relationship between Princeton University and Iran goes back a long wayâ€” at least years to when Howard
Baskerville, Class of , went to Iran to teach science and English. After graduating from Princeton as a religion
major, Baskerville executed many supporters of the constitution. In the fall of he arrived in Tabriz to teach and
the royalists, who laid siege to the city, cutting off supplies from at the American Memorial School, run by the
outside. Baskerville, influenced by the Presbyterian mission. On April 20, while leading a students and their
culture and politics. The royalists fought The Carpet of Baskerville. The portrait of Howard Baskerville was
woven by the carpet weavers of Tabriz, Iran before One tries as an historian to see both sides of the O, may
thy name be eternal, may thy soul be blessed. Recalling beyond that and what they actually signify. Politicians
have to bear in mind what their constituency thinks about what In , following in the spirit of Baskerville, two
they say. They are now living in intellectual ideas and even the emotions and sensitivities of Iranians are New
York City. Photo by Vahid Takro. The more you know about other countries the less likely you are to fear
them based on reasons that may or may not be accurate. We hope to support more Iranian faculty positions,
more language teaching, more postdocs, more visiting scholars and other people who would contribute to
studying Iran and helping people more broadly understand the situation there. We have a busy schedule of
talks and seminars. We support a lot of campus activities and our own visiting researchers both in the U.
Sports Camps w www. Photo by Matt Pilsner. The Young Ensemble comprises one of three segments of the
cast.
7: 50 best Nomadic Tribes images on Pinterest | People, Faces and World cultures
Mandarin Books The Art of Silver Jewellery [] - This book and exhibition presents over silver necklaces, and earrings objects of ceremonial beauty and originality created by tribal peoples of China.

8: Nomadic pastoralism | Revolvy
To make it more accessible, this new edition in paperback of the book first published in concentrates on the colour
plates with their illuminating captions, and in a new introduction Anne Richter shows how the historical background has
influenced the jewelry.

9: Netherlands - Wikipedia
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The Permian of Mongolia: a report on the Permian fauna of the Jisu Honguer limestone of Mongolia and its relations to
the Permian of other parts of the world by Amadeus W. Grabau Ruler Of The Sky: A Novel of Genghis Khan by Pamela
Sargent.
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